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The fields of computer vision and natural language processing have
made significant advances in visual question answering (VQA) and image cap-
tioning. However, a limitation of models in use today is they typically perform
poorly when the task requires common sense or external knowledge. Motivated
by this observation, this work offers an exploration of the benefits of multi-
source external knowledge for these two tasks. Three kinds of external knowl-
edge are evaluated: knowledge base, reverse image search, and image search
by text. This work demonstrates the advantage of these external knowledge
sources via experiments on two image captioning datasets (COCO-Captions
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Image captioning [6, 78] and Visual Question Answering (VQA) [4] are
two popular research topics in the natural language processing and computer
vision communities. Image captioning requires the computer to generate a
description for a given image. Visual question answering requires the computer
to generate an answer for a given question about an image. Currently, these
two tasks benefit visually impaired people by allowing them to get information
about both digital environments and their physical surroundings. For example,
Facebook [73, 80] provides automated image captioning in social media so
that visually impaired people can get information about images. In addition,
mobile phone applications such as BeMyEyes, BeSpecular, and TapTapSee
empower visually impaired people to learn about pictures they take of their
surroundings. More generally, these tasks can be valuable for many real-world
problems including for Content-Based Image Retrieval (CBIR) by helping with
image indexing, commentary on videos, and analysis in the medical domain.
Some solutions for image captioning and VQA are human-powered.
However, this approach is limited because it can be expensive, time-consuming,
may not be available 24/7, and have privacy issues, e.g., helping visually im-
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paired people to recognize the number on a bank card.
Consequently, lots of AI algorithms are proposed for image captioning
and VQA. One classic approach is to build a convolutional neural network
(CNN) for image processing and, optionally, a Recurrent Neural Network
(RNN) (e.g., Long Short-Term Memory or LSTM) for question (text) pro-
cessing [50, 54, 70, 67]. Often, such methods learn to perform the tasks by
training on a large dataset of examples.
A current challenge is how to ensure automated image captioning and
VQA methods learn to move beyond a shallow understanding of the image
with, optionally, a question. That is because many images and visual questions
may require additional information that is not contained in the image. For
example, Figure 1.1 shows some images from a popular computer vision dataset
called ImageNet [21] and the label and descriptions provided about the images.
Whiles computers may easily know the images show schools and answer related
questions about schools, the labels or descriptions are not specific and rich
enough to answer questions like “which school is it?” and “what is the history
of this school?” As another example, common sense is needed to answer for
an image showing “Kit Kat” the question “Is it edible?”——knowledge that
Kit Kat is a company producing chocolate and chocolate is edible are possible
steps an algorithm could take to arrive at the answer.
Observing that humans who complete image captioning and VQA make
use of their common sense, we hypothesize it’s also beneficial for machines to
get information from external knowledge sources. In this work, we define
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Figure 1.1: Examples of images from the popular computer vision dataset
ImageNet, and the corresponding label and descriptions for the images.
internal knowledge source as the question and image given by the user, while
external knowledge sources could be in any other form. Knowledge Bases
(KBs) and search engines are two kinds of information retrieval methods that
can provide a larger scale of external information for the VQA and image
captioning tasks. For example, results using a Google reverse search is shown
in Figure 1.2 to find a description for a given image. In addition, results from
querying a knowledge base extracted from Wikipedia called DBpedia is shown
in Figure 1.3.
In this paper, we propose using different kinds of external knowledge
sources, including knowledge bases and search engines (image search by text
and reverse image search) for VQA and image captioning tasks. We evaluate
such methods on two image captioning tasks (COCO-Captions and VizWiz-
Captions) and three visual question answering tasks (VQAv2, VizWiz-VQA,
and OK-VQA). While numerous efforts [84, 69, 72, 68, 51] have explored how
knowledge bases can be used for VQA and how reverse image search can be
used for image captioning [81, 24, 18], previous research focuses on using a
3
Figure 1.2: Use Google image reverse search for an image and the results are
“University of texas, main building tower”.
Figure 1.3: ‘comment’ field returned by query “University of Texas at Austin”.
single external knowledge source. In contrast, we tested multiple external
knowledge sources to reveal which types of external knowledge are most ben-
eficial for the image captioning and VQA tasks.
Importantly, our analysis addresses a real-world challenge for people
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who are visually impaired: since they cannot know whether they took a pic-
ture that provides enough information for image captioning and VQA, external
knowledge may be regularly needed to perform these tasks. Prior work has
shown that, for over 30,000 visual questions asked by blind photographers,
roughly 50% of the images suffer from quality issues [17] and 28% of are
labeled as “unanswerable” because of missing content of interests or image
quality issues [27]. Yet, according to [15], some low-quality images are still
answerable when “humans can make inferences”. Our analysis highlights a
potential benefit of external knowledge to help the computer both when “peo-
ple are not familiar with the object” and to fill in the missing information gap





Image captioning has a rich history. For example, in 2006, Bigham et al.
proposed WebInSight [13], which mainly makes use of HTML tags like titles of
linked pages. More recently, to provide captions for Twitter images, Twitter
A11y [18] was proposed to utilize three methods to obtain descriptions. If the
images are externally linked preview images, it fetches the descriptions from
the external URL. If the image depicts primarily text, it uses OCR text recog-
nition via Google Cloud Vision API to generate a description. In other cases,
Amazon Mechanical Turk is used to collect descriptions from humans. Another
approach from the artificial intelligence community has entailed introducing
(about 20) image captioning datasets publicly to support large-scale training
of deep neural network algorithms to automatically perform this task [28, 9].
Automated image captioning methods, according to [30], can be divided into
three categories: template-based, retrieval-based, and novel generation. From
the latter category, many methods are based on an encoder-decoder framework




DAtest for QUestion Answers on Real-world images (DAQUAR) [49]
was the first important VQA dataset. It was a small dataset with many
low-quality images, and grammar errors in questions and answers sometimes.
In 2015, COCO-QA dataset [16] was released. The answers and questions
in COCO-QA dataset are generated by a computer adapting the descriptions
provided in COCO-Captions [44]. Also in 2015, Antol et al. proposed the VQA
v1 dataset [4]. The VQA dataset has two kinds of answer modes: multiple-
choice and open-ended.
In 2016, Qi Wu et al. [71] surveyed recently developed methods for VQA
and summarized them into four categories: joint embedding approaches, atten-
tion mechanisms, compositional models, and models using external knowledge
bases. For joint embedding approaches, researches usually use convolutional
and recurrent neural networks to extract features separately and feed these
features to a classifier [22]. For attention mechanisms, [75] developed a struc-
tured spatial attention mechanism. [77] stacked attention networks that reason
sequentially to get an answer. [20] found that it seems that humans and deep
networks don’t pay attention to the same regions when answering visual ques-
tions. [2] combined bottom-up (based on Faster R-CNN) and top-down atten-
tion mechanisms for both image captioning and visual question answering. [60]
proposed Question Type-guided Attention (QTA), which balances bottom-up
and top-down visual features based on the question type. For compositional
models, [3] decomposed questions, and jointly trained neural modules included
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in deep neural networks. Another example for compositional models is [74],
consists of four modules: input module, question module, episodic memory
module, and answer module. Other researches like [32, 42, 41] explored the
VQA explanation and reasoning. In 2017, MUTAN [8], a multi-modal tensor-
based Tucker decomposition was proposed. Recently, VisualBERT [40] also
reported great results. However, only a few models use external knowledge
bases. [72] is one of the most classical experiments that use DBpedia for
external knowledge.
Prior work showed that many visual questions need external knowledge
to answer them [4]; i.e., 47.43% of studied questions. Prior work also found
that crowd workers can provide different answers to the same question for
reasons that external knowledge would be useful including [10]: (1) people
are not familiar with the image content or (2) the image doesn’t give enough
information because it is blurred, incomplete, or just missing the information.
Altogether, prior work has examined the benefit of KBs for VQA and
shown KBs perform well on image datasets like the COCO-QA dataset [58],
where questions were generated by computers based on image captions, or KB-
VQA dataset [69], where questions are asked in pre-defined formats. They also
proved that customized KBs [61] help VQA on customized datasets. However,
to our knowledge, prior work has not explored how general KBs works on a




Even though lots of AI algorithms are proposed to fulfill the needs of vi-
sually impaired people, most of them are trained on images that are not taken
by visually impaired people. Thus, these algorithms perform poorly when it
comes to real users’ images. That poor performance often is attributed to
gap between the visual questions in traditional VQA and the visual questions
blind people ask. According to [35], “blind users often know the general object
category but are interested in specific characteristics of those objects such as
color, kind, flavor, label, brand, and name”, while existing traditional VQA
dataset consists of images showing a limited number of object categories, e.g.,
COCO Dataset has 80 object categories and 91 stuff categories. Thus, the
VizWiz-VQA challenge [27] and VizWiz-Caption challenge [28] fill an impor-
tant gap by reflecting visually impaired people’s real needs. More generally,
recent research have explored different aspects of meeting the real interests of
blind people, including what skills are needed, reasons for different answers to
their visual questions [10], visual question answerability [27], reasons for poor
image quality [17], and privacy issues in their images [26].
2.4 External Knowledge
Knowledge Base A knowledge base is a collection of complex struc-
tured and unstructured knowledge. KBs that have been used in VQA are
DBpedia [5], ConceptNet [45], and WebChild [63]. Microsoft Concept Graph
[34] and Google Knowledge Concept [62] also are relevant knowledge graphs.
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Zhu et al. [84] in 2015 introduced a KB construction system that
can build a customized KB in several hours to handle an assortment of het-
erogeneous visual queries using large-scale multiple reference frames. Qi Wu
and Peng Wang et al. [69] in 2015 proposed Ahab for explicit reasoning on
KB-VQA, a small dataset with 700 images from the MS COCO. Their ques-
tions were generated by human beings in well-designed templates and they
queried DBpedia for the results. They in 2016 [72] employed a convolutional
neural network (CNN) to predict high-level concepts of the image and query
the attributes on DBpedia. Then the results of DBpedia were encoded using
Doc2Vec and fed into an LSTM to predict the answer. They reported a final
model using a Att+Cap+Know-LSTM(Attributes+Caption+KnowledgeBase
vectors fed into LSTM). This model outperforms Att+Cap-LSTM by 0.71%.
This research suggests the potential of external knowledge. They in 2018 [68]
introduced the FVQA dataset, which extends the VQA dataset with addi-
tional image-question-answer-supporting fact tuples. They built the KB us-
ing the combination of DBpedia, WebChild, and ConceptNet. However, this
FVQA dataset just retrieves limited facts from three KBs and the triples can-
not represent general knowledge comprehensively. Marino et al. [51] in 2019
offered a knowledge-based VQA dataset named Outside Knowledge VQA(OK-
VQA), which only selects images that require external knowledge to answer the
question from COCO dataset. They also provided a benchmark for it. [61]
proposed the text-KVQA dataset, which contains 257K images, 1.3 million
question-answer pairs, and associated three domain-specific knowledge bases:
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KB-business, KB-movie, and KB-book. They recognized text in images and
conducted knowledge graph reasoning based on the text using gated graph
neural networks.
Our method is different from the previous research using KBs for VQA
because we examine how KBs work on a real VQA task for people who are
blind and compare the performance of numerous knowledge sources on different
tasks. Additionally, we evaluate the performance of numerous queries for KBs
based on object, text, description, and image search by text compared to just
“attributes” [72].
Search Engines: Image search by text and reverse image search
Image Search by Text (IST) entails inputting a search query into a search en-
gine in order to receive relevant images and the titles of the images. Reverse
Image Search (RIS) entails inputting an image to a content-based image re-
trieval system to receive information related to this image, which may include
where is the image from, image descriptions, and similar images.
Yu Zhong et al.[81] applied reverse image search by extracting key
frames from a photostream and matching images against private and public
datasets with an IQ Engine to provide additional information for VQA. How-
ever, the way they matched photos with datasets remains unknown and the
IQ Engine is no longer available (after being acquired by Yahoo, the public
service was shut down). [29] used Google reverse image search for object clas-
sification. However, Google reverse image search API is no longer publicly
provided by Google. In [52], the search engine integrated a multi-modal fusion
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technique that considers high-level textual and both high and low-level visual
information, supported by tree-based structures. Other options such as Visu-
alSearchApi.com offer different image search characteristics: search by color
distributions, pattern, and shapes.
Guinness, Cutrell, and Morris [24] applied reverse image search for web
image captioning. They used the Bing Image Insights API to look up the
sources of the image. For each web page the API found, the longest cap-
tion from the alt text, figure captions, aria-labels, and other metadata was
selected. However, their method works only for the images found in multiple
places on the internet, and so are not of benefit for personal photos. More-
over, they didn’t explore how search by text or KBs can be useful in VQA. .
[83] introduced a method that combines common sense from ConceptNet[45]
with YOLO9000 [57] for object recognition, CNNs for extracting features, and
LSTMs for generating image captions.
Altogether, our work is different from the works mentioned above be-
cause none of those works explore the possibility of combining KBs, reverse
image search, and search by text. Generally, search engines have been proven
useful for web image captioning while KBs has been proven useful in simple
image dataset, the performance of search engines on VQA and the performance
of KBs on image captioning remains unknown. Our analysis provides insights
into the performance of one knowledge base and three visual search engines




We now describe the image captioning and VQA tasks and the external
knowledge methods we benchmarked.
3.1 Applications
3.1.1 Image Captioning
Image captioning requires a computer to generate a description for a
given image. Figure 3.1 shows an image captioning example.
3.1.2 VQA
VQA is the task of providing open-ended questions about images in
order to receive answers. This task involves understanding of the language,
image, and common sense. Figure 3.2 shows a VQA example.
3.2 Methods
3.2.1 Knowledge Base
• DBpedia We select DBpedia because it is the most popular used KBs
in VQA[69, 72, 68] and it offers detailed general information about an
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Figure 3.1: “VizWiz val 00001191.jpg” and its five captions collected from
five different people: (1) A container of Chobani Greek yogurt that is orange
flavored. (2) Package of Greek yogurt, Chobani brand, with white and pinkish
coloring. (3) The top of a package of Chobani Greek yogurt. (4) Top of a
Chobani Greek yogurt, blood orange flavor. (5) Top of a Chobani yogurt
container with dark background.
Figure 3.2: “VizWiz val 00001932.jpg”, question asked and its ten answers
collected from crowd workers. The visual question is: “Can you tell if this is
vitamin C and what the Milligrams are?” The ten answers are (1) unanswerable
(2) yes 500mg (3) 500 mg (4) unsuitable (5) unsuitable (6) yes 500 mg (7) no
500 (8) 500 (9) vitamins (10) vitamin c 500 mg
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entity. DBpedia [5] extracts structured content from Wikipedia pages. It
is accessed using SPARQL for Resource Description Framework (RDF),
which is used for data interchange on the Web. The 2016-04 version of
DBpedia contains 6 M entities and 9.3 billion RDF triples (1.3 billion
were extracted from the English edition of Wikipedia). Since the ‘com-
ment’ field gives the most general description of an attribute, we store
the ‘comment’ text returned by the queries. The appendix shows how
to query the attribute ‘The University of Texas at Austin’ in SPARQL
language and Figure 1.3 shows the ‘comment’ field results. To gener-
ate queries, we use Microsoft Text Analysis API to extract keywords
and entities from the combination of text recognized, object recognized,
description, and the result of google image search by text.
3.2.2 Reverse Image Search
We select Google reverse image search and Bing visual search as repre-
sentative of reverse image search methods.
• Google reverse image search (GRIS) We select Google reverse im-
age search because it has been reported useful in many computer vision
related tasks, e.g., object recognition [29]. Although Google reverse im-
age search API is no longer provided for public use, we found an alternate
Google reverse image search API provided by Zenserp company. By in-
putting the image or image URL to the API, we can get similar images
and their titles.
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• Bing Visual Search We select Bing Visual Search because it is reported
useful for web image captioning [24].
. Bing visual search API is provided by Microsoft. It takes the image or
image URL as the input. It returns the ‘name’ of the result returned as the
answers. Other insights provided by Bing include ShoppingSources Insight,
RelatedSearches Insight, and Entity Insight.
3.2.3 Image Search by Text
• Google Image Search by Text We select Google Image Search by
Text (GIST) because 45.33% of images in VizWiz dataset need text
skills to answer questions. [61] also explored knowledge bases based on
the text recognized in images. Intuitively we believe it helps if more
information about the text can be provided. Google image search by
text is developed by Google. Since it is not public available, we use the
alternative one provided by Zenserp. By inputting the text, we get the




4.1 Image captioning - Datasets
• VizWiz-Captions [28]
We select VizWiz-Captions dataset because it is collected from real users
of a captioning serve and thus reflects visually impaired people’s real
image captioning needs.
VizWiz-Captions consists of 39,181 images, and each image is paired
with 5 captions. Among them, 23,431 are training images, 7,750 are
validation images, and 8,000 test images. We follow the instructions
suggested in the VizWiz-Captions Challenge to exclude the pre-canned
and spam captions.
• COCO-Captions [16]
We select MS COCO c5 captions dataset because it is popular and well
presents the focus of AI community.
The images are collected from Flickr. The image has at least one ob-
ject in 80 object categories. MS COCO-Caption has 82,783 images for
training, 40,504 images for validation, and 40,775 images for testing. MS
COCO Captions c5 contains five captions for each images.
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4.2 Image captioning - Evaluation Metrics
Common evaluation metrics for image captioning are BLEU1-4 (BiLin-
gual Evaluation Understudy) [53], ROUGE-L (Longest Common Subsequence
(LCS) based statistics) [43], METEOR (Metric for Evaluation of Transla-
tion with Explicit Ordering) [7], CIDEr-d (Consensus-based Image Description
Evaluation) [65], and SPICE (Semantic Propositional Image Caption Evalua-
tion) [19]. BLEU was proposed in 2002 and its output is the geometric mean of
n-gram score. BLEU penalizes shorter answers. ROUGE [43] was proposed in
2004 for evaluating text summaries and its recall encourages detailed descrip-
tions. METEOR was proposed in 2005 based on word-to-word matching and
can match synonyms too. CIDEr was proposed in 2014 and rewards methods
that match the consensus of different captions collected from multiple people.
These are all based on n-gram matching, which is neither sufficient nor neces-
sary for evaluating caption, according to [19]. SPICE is designed to evaluate
the a captioning models’ ability to recover objects, attributes, and relations.
However, SPICE ignores evaluating fluency and grammar.
4.3 Performance on VizWiz-Captions dataset
Table 4.1 provides the results of different methods on the VizWiz-
Captions dataset. We see that Microsoft Description outperforms other meth-
ods on all evaluation metrics except CIDEr-d. However, its poor performance
still suggests that more work is required for image captioning on the real task.
For BLEU-1, text recognition is the second-best method, following by
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text+ GIST first and Bing Visual Search. For BLEU-2, GIST top-10 is the
second-best method, following by Text Recognition. For BLEU-3 and BLEU-
4, Text Recognition and GIST top-10 are the second-best methods. For ME-
TEOR, text+GIST top-10 and DBpedia are the second-best methods. For
ROUGE-L, DBpedia is the second-best method, following by text+GIST-first,
following by Text Recognition, GIST-top10, and Bing Visual Search. For
CIDEr-d, GIST-top10 is the best method, following by the Microsoft Descrip-
tion and Text Recognition. SPICE is not available because its algorithm is
too complex and fails to handle the input when the average words of methods
is too long. The second best method for SPICE is GIST-top10.
Overall the performance of each method is bad because each method
only represents part of the images. The answer returned often is either too
long or missing too much information. Relatively, Microsoft Description, text
recognition, and Google image search by text have better performance.
Table 4.1: Results of evaluation metrics on VizWiz-Captions dataset
Method BLEU-1 BLEU-2 BLEU-3 BLEU-4 ME-TEOR ROUGE-L CIDEr-d SPICE
Brand Recognition 0 0 0 0 0.001 0.003 0.003 0.001
Object Recognition 0 0 0 0 0.005 0.01 0.006 0.004
Microsoft Description 0.270 0.148 0.081 0.051 0.069 0.258 0.054 0.021
Text Recognition 0.082 0.038 0.022 0.014 0.033 0.047 0.051 -
Bing Visual Search 0.057 0.010 0.003 0 0.019 0.046 0.006 0.005
Google Reverse Image Search 0.031 0.014 0.008 0.005 0.017 0.037 0.029 0.005
GIST-top10 0.008 0.043 0.022 0.013 0.023 0.046 0.057 0.008
Text + GIST-top10 0.049 0.018 0.009 0.006 0.037 0.038 0.001 -
Text + GIST-first 0.078 0.033 0.019 0.012 0.035 0.050 0.032 -
DBpeida 0.035 0.013 0.003 0.001 0.035 0.056 0 -
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Table 4.2: Results of evaluation metrics on COCO-Captions dataset
Method BLEU-1 BLEU-2 BLEU-3 BLEU-4 ME-TEOR ROUGE-L CIDEr-d SPICE
Brand Recognition 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.001 0.000 0.000
Object Recognition 0.001 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.006 0.004 0.004 0.002
Microsoft Description 0.339 0.142 0.052 0.021 0.073 0.252 0.016 0.012
Text Recognition 0.001 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.003 0.007 0.000 0.000
Bing Visual Search 0.060 0.010 0.000 0.000 0.019 0.048 0.002 0.003
GIST-top10 0.048 0.010 0.000 0.000 0.018 0.021 0.000 0.001
DBpeida 0.058 0.019 0.004 0.000 0.048 0.073 0.000 -
4.4 Performance on COCO-Captions dataset
Table 4.2 presents the results of each methods on COCO-Captions val-
idation dataset. We randomly selected 264 images from that validation set.
Overall, Microsoft Description has the best performance for every evaluation
metric. DBpedia and Bing Visual Search perform slightly better than other
methods. DBpedia is the second-best method For BLEU-2, BLEU-3, ME-
TEOR, and ROUGE-L. Bing Visual Search is the second-best method for
BLEU-1, CIDEr-d, SPICE. For BLEU-4, none method except Microsoft De-
scription shows the effective results, which reveals that we still need to train




5.1 VQA - Datasets
We evaluate our methods on three visual question answering datasets:
VizWiz-VQA, VQAv2, and OK-VQA.
• VizWiz-VQA dataset [27]
We select the VizWiz dataset because it is collected from visually im-
paired people in their daily lives. Thus, it can show how external knowl-
edge works on a real VQA task.
VizWiz dataset is collected using a mobile phone application named
VizWiz [12]. It has 20,528 training image/question pairs and 205,280
training answer/answer confidence pairs. We use the validation set for
analysis.
• VQAv2 [23]
We select this dataset because it is one of the most popular datasets for
studying VQA in the artificial intelligence community.
The VQA dataset v2.0 includes 204,721 balanced COCO images with
1,105,904 questions and 11,059,040 ground-truth answers. The images
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are selected from MS COCO [44]. The images in VQA/COCO dataset
are images with complex scenes, containing at least one of 80 common
object categories. The questions are asked by crowd workers, which the
workers think the “smart robot would have trouble answering”. Thus
the limitation of the VQA dataset is that it is not a task necessarily
reflecting daily life needs.
• OK-VQA dataset [51]
We select the OK-VQA dataset because it highlights the importance of
external knowledge to VQA.
This dataset contains images that don’t have sufficient information to
answer the questions and require external knowledge. There are more
than 14,000 questions in OK-VQA dataset.
5.2 VQA - Evaluation Metrics
Both VQAv2 [23] and VizWiz-VQA [26] use
Acc(ans) = min
{




as the evaluation metric. This evaluation metric means, if our answer equals to
more than three of ten answers from ten different humans, then the accuracy
is 100%. If less than three, then divide the number of humans that said the
answer by three to get the accuracy.









. In other words, we regard a model as successful if it can provide the answer
in the information it provides for an answer.
5.3 Performance on VizWiz-VQA validation dataset
This experiment is conducted in the VizWiz-VQA validation dataset
with 1300 images. This dataset has four categories: Yes/No, Other, Count,
and Unanswerable. We only use the “Other” category in this task because our
method is not designed for the more rare other types of visual questions.
From Table 5.1, we see that among four computer vision client libraries
provided by Microsoft, using text recognized on the object as the answer to
the question can reach the highest accuracy with 25.64%. To our surprise, the
object recognition API doesn’t perform well. The average words returned by
object recognition was only 0.19, which means it often didn’t even detect any
object for many images. It could be because the objects in VizWiz-VQA are
more about everyday use, which are more specific and difficult for a general
object recognition model. Poor image quality may also affect its performance.
Table 5.1 also reveals that the accuracy of Google reverse image search
outperforms that of Bing Visual Search greatly. One of the limitations of
reverse image search is that it seldom returns a highly similar image, which is
discussed in a later section and exemplified in Figure 6.1.
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For Google Image Search by Text (GIST), the GIST top-10 has a 1.8%
increase compared to text recognition. Moreover, the accuracy of the combi-
nation of text and GIST top10 gets an 8.41% increase compared to using text
recognition. It suggests that GIST top10 can provide 8.41% additional infor-
mation when the input is text. Table 5.1 also reveals that the performance of
GIST first and that of GIST top10 results have a great difference.
For KBs, DBpedia has the longest average words with an accuracy of
17.62%. The combination of text and DBpedia is 35.18%. This shows that
solely using DBpedia cannot represent the input text well and that DBpedia
can provide 10% more information.
When combining all methods but the external knowledge methods, the
accuracy is 36.87%. Adding all external knowledge methods, we observe a
15.57% boost in performance. This shows that the additional external knowl-
edge provides great benefit in VizWiz-VQA. Among all the external knowledge
methods, Google search by text performs best, followed by Google reverse im-
age search and DBpedia. Bing Visual Search provides the least information.
Although DBpedia has been reported to be promising in previous VQA
research like [72, 69, 68], it doesn’t show great value for the VizWiz-VQA
dataset. The reason why Google results (Google search by text and Google
reverse image search) provides more additional information than DBpedia re-
sults may be that DBpedia’s information is not as detailed and recent as
Google’s information.
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5.4 Performance on VizWiz-VQA validation dataset with
text
Table 5.1 reveals that text in the image contributes greatly to answering
questions.
To better highlight the method’s benefit for text, we also conduct fine-
grained analysis on 874 images in the “other” category with text in the VizWiz-
VQA validation set. Images with text are filtered by a “text detected” flag
provided in the VizWiz-Captions dataset. This “text detected” flag is set
to true if at least three of the five crowdsourced workers who analyzed the
image indicated text was present. As shown in Table 5.2, the results with
respect to “Average words” decrease slightly compared to Table 5.1. It may
because Microsoft text API detected text when less than three of the five
crowd workers indicated text was present. We also notice a slight decrease in
object recognition, description, and Bing Visual Search. Still, when comparing
Table 5.1 and Table 5.2, we can see an overall improvement in accuracy related
to text recognition. For example, brand recognition slightly improves 0.49%.
Text recognition in Table 5.1 increases by 12.38% compared to text recognition
in Table 5.2. The combination of all methods leads to the best results with
an accuracy of 61.86%, which is 9.42% higher than that in Table 5.1. We
believe that text in images and its inferences are two important factors to be
considered for future research about the VizWiz-VQA dataset.
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5.5 Performance on VQAv2
This experiment is conducted on the VQAv2 validation dataset with
400 randomly selected images. The possible type of answer for each visual
question is categorized between: “yes/no”, “number”, and “other”. As done
for VizWiz-VQA, we again focus on the “other” category for our analysis.
Among all the external knowledge methods, DBpedia performs best
and provides the most additional information. DBpedia ’s great performance
on VQAv2 confirms the results of previous research [72, 68]. The performance
of reverse image search is slightly better than that of “Image Search by Text”.
From Table 5.3, we see that the MS Description performs the best from
the available computer vision APIs for VQAv2. Text recognition has a much
lower accuracy than observed for the VizWiz-VQA dataset. We hypothesize
that is because few images in this dataset contain text.
5.6 Performance on OK-VQA
Table 5.4 is the result of 400 randomly selected images in the OK-VQA
validation dataset.
Among all the external knowledge, DBpedia has the highest accuracy
and can provide the most additional information, which confirms the results
of previous research [72][68].
For reverse image search, we are unable to get the results of Google
reverse image search because Zenserp API cannot process non-standard image
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url (the image urls VQAv2 and OK-VQA provide are non-standard). But
comparing the results of “All except Bing Visual Search” to the results of
“All methods”, we may draw a conclusion that reverse image search may not
provide additional information for OK-VQA.
Both OK-VQA and VQAv2 have a low “Image Search by Text” accu-
racy compared to that observed for the VizWiz-VQA dataset. We hypothe-
size it is because there is a low text detected rate compared to that of the
VizWiz-VQA dataset. Again, we observe MS Description performs best from
the computer vision API options, however in this case it performs worse than
what was observed for the VQAv2 dataset. More generally, the distribution of
the results from the computer vision API options resembles that of the VQAv2
dataset.
Altogether, we conclude that the Google “Image Search by Text” and
Bing Visual search don’t provide much additional information.
As we expected, the OK-VQA dataset has the lowest overall accuracy
compared to VizWiz-VQA and VQAv2 dataset. It makes sense because we
expect the questions and images in OK-VQA to be more challenging, requiring
more external knowledge and more inference.
5.7 Comparing performance across three VQA datasets
To learn how much improvement can we get with external knowledge,
we simply subtract the accuracy of “All except external knowledge” from that
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of “All methods” (for VizWiz-VQA, it subtracts the accuracy of “All except
external knowledge” from that of “All except reverse image search” because
only VizWiz-VQA can get results from reverse image search API).
We observe that VizWiz-VQA dataset has 15.57% of improvement with
external knowledge while VQAv2 has a 10.45% increase and OK-VQA has a
6.55% increase. It reveals that the external knowledge we select may not be
enough for OK-VQA and that OK-VQA requires deeper and wider external
knowledge sources. We leave this for future work to see if adding other knowl-
edge bases (e.g., like ConceptNet) will help.
Surprisingly, from Table 5.4, Table 5.1, and Table5.3, we find the
highest overall accuracy for the VizWiz-VQA dataset compared to OK-VQA
dataset and VQAv2 dataset, both with or without external knowledge. This
may be because a large percentage of the questions in the VizWiz-VQA dataset
can be easily answered just by making some inference from the text.
Altogether, we observe that different external knowledge sources are
suitable for different datasets. This highlights that there is a gap between
real users’ tasks and tasks concocted in contrived environments: real tasks
require more specific, daily-related information which often may be found on
the internet via search engines while traditional VQA tasks requires more
general information which may be found on the existing knowledge base.
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Table 5.1: Average words and accuracy on VizWiz VQA validation set
Method Average words Accuracy
Microsoft Computer Vision APIs
Brand Recognition 0 1.23%
Object Recognition 0.19 4.13%
Microsoft Description 4.7 10.59%
Text Recognition 12.2 25.64%
Reverse Image Search
Bing Visual Search 7.09 4.92%
Google Reverse Image Search 4.35 13.46%
Image Search by Text
Google (the first result) 4.2 19.82%




text+Google(top 10) 60.22 34.05%
Object+text+Google(first results) 16.61 34.03%
Object+text+Google(top 10) 60.4 37.56%
Text+DBpedia 245.33 35.18%
All except external knowledge 17.06 36.87%
All except GIST 261.63 47.41%
All except Google reverse image search 305.30 49.15%
All except DBpedia 76.52 49.92%
All except Bing Visual Search 302.56 50.9%
All 309.65 52.44%
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Table 5.2: Average words and accuracy on VizWiz VQA validation set with
text
Method Average words Accuracy
Microsoft Computer Vision APIs
Brand Recognition 0 1.72%
Object Recognition 0.11 2.75%
Microsoft Description 3.07 6.18%
Text Recognition 12.14 38.02%
Reverse Image Search
Bing Visual Search 4.97 3.89%
Google Reverse Image Search 2.95 14.68%










All except external knowledge 15.33 44.28%
All except GIST-top10 227.12 54.58%
All except Google reverse image search 269.95 58.77%
All except DBpedia 69.04 59.73%
All except Bing Visual Search 267.94 61.1%
All 272.9 61.86%
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Table 5.3: Average words and accuracy on VQA v2 validation set
Method Average words Accuracy
Microsoft Computer Vision APIs
Brand Recognition 0 0.61%
Object Recognition 0 10.3%
Microsoft Description 1 20.51%
Text Recognition 0 4.27%
Reverse Image Search
Bing Visual Search 1 6.55%
Google Reverse Image Search - -






text+Google(top 10) 5 5.52%
Object+text+GIST-first 1 14.27%
Object+text+GIST-top 10 6 15.12%
Text+DBpedia 39 23.33%
GIST-top10+text+DBpedia 45 24.09%
All except external knowledge 3 28.21%
All except GIST-top10 44 38.21%
All except DBpedia 10 32.12%
All except Bing Visual Search 48 36.30%
All 49 38.7%
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Table 5.4: Average words and accuracy on OK-VQA validation set
Method Average words Accuracy
Microsoft Computer Vision APIs
Brand Recognition 0 1.36%
Object Recognition 0 7.73%
Microsoft Description 0 8.64%
Text Recognition 0 2.73%
Reverse Image Search
Bing Visual Search 0 4.09%
Google Reverse Image Search - -






text+Google(top 10) 1 4.09%
Object+text+GIST-first 0 9.09%
Object+text+GIST-top 10 1 10.45%
Text+DBpedia 14 13.95%
GIST-top10+text+DBpedia 16 14.73%
All except external knowledge 3 15.00%
All except GIST-top10 16 20.78%
All except DBpedia 4 13.49%




Qualitative Examples for Each Method
6.1 Example of each methods
Figure 6.1: Example 1: As shown, reverse image search can return similar
images, but not similar enough to be useful for image captioning or visual
question answering.
As shown in Figure 6.1, the Microsoft description returned a general
description of the image. The Microsoft text recognition works quite well. And
the Microsoft brand recognition API successfully recognized it as Stouffer’s.
Knowledge Bases: Google/ Microsoft Knowledge Concept returned
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very similar results to the results of DBpedia. We used DBpedia because
it is the most commonly used KBs in papers about VQA.
Search Engines: Most image search engines can return images some-
what similar to the original one, however, their accuracy is not satisfactory.
It may because they just make use of low-level features such as color, shape,
light without much consideration of mid-/high-level features about objects and
scenes. Often, it appeared they didn’t focus on the text on the images either.
For example, shown in Figure 6.3, the similar images they found are all about
a book with a yellow object at the bottom and a red title. Sometimes, they
may find images according to parts of the text: shown in Figure 6.1, Qwant
and Google reverse image search found the right brand (Stouffer’s), but they
mistook “pasta” with “meat sauce”. For future work, we recommend search-
ing on online shopping websites because a large percentage of VQA for the
blind is about daily using products.
6.2 Reverse Image Search
Figure 6.2 shows how reverse image search works well for image cap-
tioning and can answer questions that are crowd workers struggle to answer.
The question of this image is “What is the picture?” The ten answers returned
by ten different crowd workers are (1) group people (2) kids walking bear, (3)
anime characters, (4) group people walking down path, (5) unsuitable, (6)
blurry cartoon, (7) men, (8) kids marching on path, (9) pokeymon, and (10)
cartoon. The five captions are (1) A blurry picture of a cartoon showing sev-
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Figure 6.2: Example 2: Reverse image search can work great on image cap-
tioning and VQA. The question to the image is “What is the picture?”.
eral adult humans and a little pig(?) in a Red Hat. (2) A cartoon image of a
bunch of characters walking along a dirt path in what might be Holland. (3)
A cartoon image of various people and a small animal dancing (4) A group of
animated people walking down a dirt path. (5) A part of a comic book has
an animal and people marching past a windmill in the country. The only ex-
ternal knowledge methods that answer the question correctly are Bing visual
search and Google reverse image search. The answer returned by Bing visual
search is “One Piece Pictures Anime Pictures” while the answer by Google
reverse image search is “One Piece Color Walk Compendium, Eiichiro Oda”
(One Piece is a Japanese manga series).
6.3 Image Search by Text
Figure 6.3 shows how image search by text works well for image cap-
tioning and can answer questions that are crowd workers struggle to answer.
As shown in Figure 6.3, the user asked “Can you please tell me the title of
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Figure 6.3: Example 3 (a) - The user asked “Can you please tell me the title
of this book? Thank you.” While marked as unanswerable in the VizWiz-
VQA dataset, it is answerable with external knowledge. This image both
suffers from framing quality issues and leads to different answers because of
insufficient visual evidence in the image.
this book? Thank you.” Most human answers to this question are unsuitable
or unanswerable. Only one of ten people gave the right answer: the book title
is harmonic material in tonal music. The answer to “why answers differ” is
mainly about “the image provides insufficient visual evidence”. The five cap-
tions of this image are (1) A book about music sits on top of a brown wooden
surface. (2) A copy of a book, part 1 about music, with a picture of chickens
on the front. (3) A textbook about music that is resting on a table. (4) Cover
of a book or CD about music with part of title and subtitle at top, photograph
of brown chicken with yellow chick, light blue background. (5) The front cover
of an educational book about music and science.
Figure 6.4 shows the text recognized “Tenth Edition onic Materials in
al Music red course Part I”. Searching this text in Google, we get results
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Figure 6.4: Example 3 (b) Using text recognized in an image as input to
Google “Search by Text” shows promise.
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including “Harmonic Materials in Tonal Music”, which is the right answer.
In this case, Microsoft object recognition API just detected “chicken
chicken”. No brand is detected. And the image caption results have nothing
to do with the title of the book.
The entities and keys extracted, are “Harmonic Materials”, “Edition
onic Materials”, “Music red Course”, “chicken chicken”, “Tonal Music”, “Pro-
grammed Course”. None of the entities or keys yield a result from DBpedia.




Discussion and Future Work
Altogether, we observe that different external knowledge sources are
suitable for different tasks and datasets for VQA and image captioning. More-
over, we find that multi-source external knowledge has the potential to improve
the accuracy compared to relying on a single type of external knowledge.
7.1 Image Captioning
The evaluation metrics widely used to evaluate image captioning meth-
ods are mostly based on n-gram and mainly evaluate similarity or dissimilar-
ity between generated captions and gold standard captions created by crowd
workers. N-gram models have sparcity feature spaces, which is its main short-
coming. The key exception is the SPICE score used for Image captioning
datasets like VizWiz-Captions [28]. Still, regardless of this differentiation, it
comes with its own limitations in that it is complex, ignores fluency and gran-
ularity, time-consuming, and has input words length limitation. For future
work, we will explore other evaluation metrics like Word Mover’s Distance
[36].
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Figure 7.1: One example from the COCO image caption dataset. The captions
for this image are (1) view over a persons shoulder or from their view as they
lay in bed with cats on and around them, (2) a cat laying on top of a blanket
next to another cat, (3) a black cat is standing by a book, (4) someone reading
a book a bed with 3 cats laying around them, and (5) several cats surrounding
someone as they are laying down and reading.
7.2 VQA
In this stage, we only examined if the returned output includes enough
information for the answer as well as the average words returned for VizWiz-
VQA. We aim to explore additional evaluation metrics in future work.
For future work, we would also like to explore how to train a model
to embrace the external information when generating answers. This could
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include how to represent the top 10 Google results and DBpedia results. One
plausible solution is to follow [72]’s setting to extract the semantic meanings
from the descriptions returned by SPARQL query and train a Doc2Vec model.
This also could include considering other KBs such as ConceptNet.
For future work, we suggest researchers working on images taken by
people who are blind (e.g., the VizWiz dataset) explore the text on the images
more and “image search by text”, since it had a significant positive benefit
for the VizWiz-VQA task. In future work, we can also consider building a
personalized datset for the visually impaired people based on their subjects





We provide four main findings from our analysis of external knowledge.
First, image search by text can provide much more information for the VizWiz-
VQA dataset but not for VQAv2 or OK-VQA. Second, we show that knowledge
bases like DBpedia can be very helpful for VQA (e.g., VQAv2, OK-VQA) but
does not seem very beneficial for real users’ needs (i.e., VizWiz dataset). Third,
reverse image search doesn’t offer much help to all studied VQA datasets. For
personal images taken by visually impaired people, the visual search engine
cannot return the exact same match image from other online sources, nor
the image captioning for the target image. Although the visual search engine
can return images which are somewhat similar to the target personal image,
the similarity is not high enough for answering the related visual question.
Reverse image search seems more suitable for web image captioning. Fourth,
we show a possibility of answering questions about low-quality images taken
by visually impaired people by using external knowledge otherwise deemed







A.1 Other possible VQA dataset related external knowl-
edge
KB-VQA dataset [69] We didn’t select the KB-VQA dataset [69]
because it only has 700 images manually selected from the validation set of
MS COCO and the questions are generated in well-defined format rather than
in real task.
FVQA [68] We didn’t select FVQA dataset because they already
added fact triples to the dataset.
A.2 Other possible Knowledge Bases
ConceptNet [45] is made of common sense relationships, such as “re-
lated to”, “at location”, “is a”, “used for”, and “part of”. We didn’t select this
KB because is more suitable for VQA reasoning rather than offering detailed
information about a certain entity.
WebChild [63] WebChild involves comparative relations such as Smaller,
Better, and Slower. We didn’t select this KB for the same reason as not se-
lecting ConceptNet.
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Figure A.1: query attribute ‘University of Texas at Austin’ in SPARQL lan-
guage
Google knowledge Concept [62] and Microsoft knowledge Con-
cept [34] To our knowledge, no existing research are using the Google knowl-
edge concept or Microsoft knowledge concept for VQA or image captioning.
Thus we didn’t select these two KBs.
Qwant Qwant is a French search engine powered by Bing. The images
returned by Qwant are more similar to the original image compared to that
returned by Bing Visual Search. To our knowledge, no existing research are
using Qwant for VQA or image captioning.
A.3 The website we designed for methods visualization.
Figure A.2 shows the website we designed for visualization. The left
side shows the original image, visual question, and answers returned by crowd
workers. The middle two rows show relevant images returned by reverse image
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Figure A.2: Website we designed for methods visualization
search methods. The right side shows the results of each method.
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